
3OO READING REFLEX

The Latin effect tends to happen when the adjacent syllables end and begin

with consonant sounds, especially unfriendly consonant sounds. It is the

reader's natural tendency to bridge the two. The Latin effect can also happen be-

cause of the pause between syllables. As your child speeds up and gains fluency,

the pause will shorten and the margin for error will decrease.

Goal #4. To understand that we can spell multisyllable words by
building the sounds into chunks and then the chunks into words

When spelling multisyllable words, we encourage children to say the word, de-

termine what the first chunk is, and then represent the sounds in that chunk in
sequence. So if we were to spell the word 'containment,'we would first ask our-

selves, "What are the chunks we hear?"

'con' 'tain' 'mgnt'

Then we would ask, "What are the sounds in 'con'?"

'ct ror rrrr *'

Then we would ask, "How do we show 'c', 'o', and 'n'?"

co^@
Then we would move on to 'tain'. "What do we hear in 'tain', and how do we

show those sounds?"

corl ra,r@
And finally we would represent the last chunk, 'ment',

corl fain vnen f@
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Goal #5. To understand that multisyllable words contain a
dominant chunk

we have natural highs and lows in our speech. with more than one chunk in
most words, it is only logical that some chunks will be louder or more pro-
nounced than others. This high and low is a subtle characteristic, but if read in
the wrong ordeq, can cause meaning to be lost or even changed. Let's look at this
example.

bu tton

If pronounced normally, the first chunk in 'button,' 'butt,' is a bit more pro-
nounced (loudec higher) than the next chunk, 'on'.

bu tron

Let's imagine that you're working with your child and she reads the word with
the second chunk a bit more pronounced than the first.

bu tton *'

Suddenly, a fairly easy little word is sounding less and less like those
things that hold your trousers up. Your child's natural desire to find meaning dri-
ves her to make sense of this word. she says it again, this time more slowly and
with even more emphasis on the second chunk.

bu tton

And suddenly she gets it, or what she thinks is it, and she proudly proclaims the
word to be 'baton'l You grope for a moment, because to you the word is, always
has been, and always will be 'button.' Then slowly you begin to form a mental
image of a parade you took her to last christmas. "Daddy," she asked, "what,s
that stick the lady's throwing up in the air?" "why that's a 'baton,"' you ex-
plained 

this saturday afternoon nightmare t o** ,.uaing lesson be saved? or
are you doomed to give up and tell her the word? "No, 'baton'is spelled with an
'aye' and only one 'tee.' This word is 'button' . . . 'bu' ,tton, 

. . . ,bee' ,you' ,dou.
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ble tee' 'oh' 'en' . . . 'button.' of course you won't do that. you know better.
Wouldn't it be easier to avoid this situation altogether by giving her a strategy for
managing the highs and lows in words with multiple chunks? By teaching your
child to try making the other chunk a bit loudeq when a word isn't making sense,
you will increase her odds of success significantly.

Goal #6. To understand that many multisyllable words contain a
weak vowel sound

Saying more than a mouthful can cause more problems than just poor reading.
It can cause imperfect pronunciation. When pronouncing multiple chunks in
words, we frequently fail to correctly enunciate the vowel sound in the subdomi-
nant, or quieter chunk. In our current example word 'button,' for instance, the
second chunk sounds more like 'un' or 'in (depending upon the region of the
country you live in) than 'on'. Pronounce these two words and you see that one
of them sounds just fine to you.

buttun . buttin

For me it's the first one. Yup, 'buttun,' that thing that holds up my ffousers.

We're not advocating that you force your child to speak the Queen's English.
The weak vowel sound in multisyllable words is a common and accepted part of
our speech. We are suggesting that you make your child aware of it. If she isn't
aware of it, she may tend to spell these words exactly as she pronounces them.

The above two spellings for 'button' are typical examples of the kinds of errors
that children make when they are unaware of the weak vowel sound in many

multisyllable words. Here are a few more examples.

luggage = lugguge
control = cuntrol seven = sevin
forest = forust pocket = pockit

multiply = multuplY mitten = mittin
hurricane = hurrucane kitchen = kitchun
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To overcome these kinds of errors, we teach children to make what we call a
"perfect recording" of words. Tio make a perfeet recording we simply look at the
word as we say it perfectly, as the Queen would. If your child notices that'button'
is spelled <button> and if sounded perfectly would be 'button,' she can say

'buttin' or 'buttun' all she wants as long as she knows to refer to her perfect

recording when she spells the word. Experience with written language will also

help your child notice such spelling errors. The more she reads and sees the

word 'button,' the more likely she will be to notice that it doesn't look quite right
when she writes <buttin> or <buttun>.,

Gaal #7. To understand that many multisyllable words have
"special endings."

Many multisyllable words end in what we term "special endings." These are syl-

lable chunks which are not phonetically decodable according to the English writ-
ten code. Let's look at the word 'occupation,' for instance. The original word
from which this word was derived was'occupy,' 'Occupy'is a verb which simply
means "the act of taking up space,"

The Germans 'occupied' Franceiuring World War II.

or time,

I 'occupy' myself by reading a lot.

When the special ending (tlon> is added to the word 'occupation,'the meaning

is changed to a 'thing,'a noun whtch refers to taking up space,

The occupation of France was a travesty.

or time,

Real estate is her occupation.


